Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. That was a amazing act of kindful sayed jenna

2. The girl’s momes waitd outside after the gaim

3. Add an apostrophe in the correct places.
   wouldn't    shes    the dog's tails    well

4. Add the suffix *ness* to each word below. Write the new word on the line.
   happy _______________    sad _______________

5. Write the plural form of the words below.
   dish__________    mouse_________    woman__________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. We eated diner on the tabel

2. Are class cant go outside although it is raining

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   The singer walked nervously to the microphone.

4. Circle the correct way to write the city and state.
   Atlanta, georgia    Atlanta Georgia    Atlanta, Georgia

5. Divide the words into syllables. Circle the vowel digraphs or diphthongs.
   contain    loyal    power
Week 11 Day 3

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we readed rain school in our class room

2. bella and alli forgoted there coats

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   I will gladly carry your books for you.

4. Circle the adjective in the sentence. Underline the noun it is describing.
   There were many shoppers at the store.

5. Write the abbreviations correctly.
   oct __________  mstr __________  wens __________
   October  Mister  Wednesday

Week 11 Day 4

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. jackson goed to the beech for vacashun.

2. can you help me carry this asked braiden

3. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.
   Ask someone to assist you if you are not sure how to cut the paper.

4. Add the suffix able to the words below. Write the new words on the lines.
   print _______________  love _______________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mrs. Dilliner was in the United States Coast Guard.

2. I enjoyed reading Waiting for the Biblioburro said Ethan.

3. Circle the prefix or suffix. Write the root word on the line.
   - laziness
   - plentiful
   - harmless

4. Circle the correct present-tense verb to complete the sentence.
   - Dalton (like / likes) to go fishing.

5. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   - wonderful
   - answer
   - predator

Write a paragraph describing a book you have read.